
 
  

 
 

 
  

 
 

 
 

 
  

    
   

   

  
 

 
    

  
 

 
 

 
   
  

   

  
 

 

  
   

  
 

 

    
 

 

Proposed Advanced Seminar in Canadian Studies 
Feeling Canadian Policy and Politics 

Professor Michael Orsini 

Emotions are central to the study of policy, yet we have a limited understanding of their 
influence. Civil society actors are chided for being too emotional or unable to think 
rationally about politics, while bureaucrats and policy makers are accused of being cold, 
unfeeling beings unable to express basic emotions such as empathy. In other cases, such 
as with the recent re-election of Prime Minister Justin Trudeau, leaders have been 
ridiculed for their supposedly cynical, outward display of feelings. 

This course is guided by four main questions. First, how do emotions figure in Canadian 
politics and policy? Second, how do emotions interact with the rise of evidence-based 
policy, in which policy makers are exhorted to base decisions on the best available 
evidence and resist succumbing to other pressures? Third, how do different orderings of 
emotions (feeling rules) help us to think about the ways in which emotions are 
discursively managed in complex political environments? Are there “good” and “bad” 
feelings? Fourth, how does a focus on emotions complement the study of politics as 
structured by interlocking systems of oppression based on gender, race, class, ability, and 
sexuality? 

We will draw from a range of selected Canadian policy fields to examine how 
highlighting emotions and affects can help us to better understand the distinctive 
character of these political debates, as well as key concepts that underpin the study of 
politics such as rationality, evidence, and power. Categorizations or classifications help 
us to order the political world, so there is theoretical and empirical value in mapping the 
links between the emotional features of policy discourses and the stigmatized populations 
who are constructed in and through these discourses. 

While political scientists have begun to take seriously the affective and emotional nature 
of politics and policy making, emotions have not figured prominently in these 
discussions. The perspective advanced in this course seeks to move beyond conventional 
approaches to politics and policy, which privilege rationalist forms of inquiry in which 
"facts" and "data" prevail over values and subjective knowledge. We will ask how 
processes of meaning-making are influenced by the ways in which certain emotions are 
deployed in contexts where the policy interventions themselves involve stigmatized 
populations about whom particular emotions might be attached. The success of actors to 
contest characterizations of them in policy may depend on their ability to challenge the 
"feeling rules" that govern the policy landscape. Expanding our analysis to consider the 
myriad effects of emotions will allow us to reconsider essentialist categories of feeling or 
unfeeling actors. 

Themes to be covered: The Role of Institutional Feeling Rules; Rationality and 
Emotions; Emotions and Social Movements; Thinking Intersectionally about 
Emotions/Affects; The Politics of Fear; Shame and Disgust; Hope and Compassion; 
Politics, Law and Emotion. 


